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Abstract— Authentication on Location based services 

contributes major process of extracting queries on to client. 

In this paper we are taking spatial queries to perform client 

side points of interest. The name of protection from third 

party, violation can be completely avoided. In the system 

propose a family of cryptographic techniques that allow 

processing of NN queries in an untrusted outsourced 

environment, while at the same time protecting both the POI 

and querying users‟ positions. Service Provider will be the 

responsible for indexing the data, query process with 

instance updating from the DOs. Nevertheless, the  LBS  

can  still  derive  sensitive  information  from  the  cloaked  

regions,  so another  line  of  re-search  that  uses 

cryptographic-strength  protection was started to proceed. 

To decrease the computational cost inherent to processing 

on encrypted data, and we consider the case of 

incrementally updating datasets in the entire progress. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is extracting knowledge from the large amount 

of data. The  advent  of  mobile  devices  with  fast  Internet 

connectivity  and  Geo-positioning  capabilities  has  led  to  

a revolution  in  customized  location-based  services  

(LBS), where  users  are  enabled  to  access  information  

about points  of  interest  (POI)  that  are  relevant  to  their  

interests and are also close to their geographical coordinates. 

Probably the most important type of queries that involve 

location  attributes  is  represented  by  nearest-neighbor  

(NN) queries,  where  a  user  wants  to  retrieve  the  k  

POIs  (e.g., restaurants, museums, gas stations) that are 

nearest to the user‟s current location. A vast amount of 

research focused on performing such queries  efficiently,  

typically  using  some  sort  of  spatial indexing  to  reduce  

the  computational  overhead.  The issue of privacy for 

users‟ locations has also gained significant attention in the 

past. Note that, in order for the NNs to be determined, users 

need to send their coordinates to the LBS. However, users 

may be reluctant to disclose their coordinates if the LBS 

may collect user location traces and use them for other 

purposes, such as profiling, unsolicited advertisements, etc. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Yinan Jing et al.,[1] proposed a k Nearest Neighbor Query. 

This NN queries in spatial network by progressively expand 

road segments around the query point. The drawbacks of the 

paper is does not considered the considered the query 

integrity problem. 

Mohammad Kolahdouzan et al.,[3] proposed 

Voronoi-Based K Nearest Neighbor Search for Spatial 

Network Databases. This approach is based on partitioning a 

large network to small Voronoi regions, and then pre-

computing distances both within and across the regions. The 

drawback is Data set Objects are not densely distributed in 

the network. 

Yin Yang et al.,[2] proposed Spatial Outsourcing 

for Location-based Services. The MR-tree, an authenticated 

index based on the Merkle Hash tree and the R*-tree are 

used. The drawbacks of the paper are the client must be able 

to verify the soundness and completeness of the results. 

Owner's also did not modified the database 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

LBS services have been handled by the data owner. From 

the outsourcing process owner has to handle over to cloud 

party. Since the initial work machine learning technique 

used to train the information which is going to produce. 

Under the machine learning Data mining uses information 

from past data to analyze the outcome of a particular 

problem or situation that may arise. 

Data mining works to analyze data stored in data 

warehouses that are used to store that data that is being 

analyzed. That particular data may come from all parts of 

business, from the production of the management. Managers 

also use data mining to decide upon marketing strategies for 

their product. They can use data to compare and contrast 

among competitors.  

After pre-process the data on owner side iteration 

will move into the distance evaluation work. To upgrade the 

efficiency shortest path (Dijiktras) algorithm with K- nearest 

query processing proposed here. Distance values with all 

spatial attributes have to be maintained with the help of back 

end servers. Saving temporary files to the server and cloud 

sides extended with *. csv and text file format. The paper 

proposal is a majorly concern with security. Advanced 

Encryption Standard algorithm with message authentication 

technique has been enriched usage on this work. 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed System 

A. Advantages: 

 It will  reduce the verification cost for serviced 

clients 

 Complete avoidance of security violation from 

Service Provider 

 An effective algorithm will show the client side 

queries in low selectivity 
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Fig. 2: System Architecture 

B. Multi-Data Owners K-NN Surveillance: 

DO compute a pre-processing work on the POI set and the 

under-lying road network. Data contents and registered 

client information have been updated with its attributes. 

Distance can be calculated for each intermediate location by 

using the Euclidean distance method. Find Nearest 

neighbors by using k-NN algorithm. 

C. State of Art Preserving: 

Complete information has to keep securely on the 

repository. Data preserving can be processed through 

cryptographic technique. An updated information is 

encrypted by using AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) 

algorithm. 

D. Records Validating Process: 

Data has to be signed for specific access control purpose 

after converting into cipher text. By using digital signature 

techniques, information can be completely validated by data 

owners for registered user.On finishing this module a 

complete data set by the end of this outsourcing into the 

cloud service provider.  

E. Service Provider Side Maintenance: 

The information receiving from data owners will be saved as 

cipher text. Due to this third party will not able to obtain the 

original information easily. Spatial & neighbors signatures 

details storage will avoid the maintenance cost from owner 

side.  

F. User Side Interrogation: 

The process can be initialized by Client authentication. This 

is online progress in between the user & provider side.POI 

can be retrieved as located in the repository when a user 

send a request to the cloud. A final response will include 

POI with shortest distance value.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed two schemes to  support  secure k 

nearest neighbor query processing:  the Dijikstras algorithm 

with encryption algorithm had proposed. They both  use  

mutable  order-preserving  encoding  (mOPE)  as  a building 

block.  Dijikstras provides exact results, but its performance 

overhead may be higher.  k-NN only  offers  approximate  

NN  results,  but with  better  performance.  In addition, the 

accuracy of k-NN is very close to that of the exact method. 

We plan to investigate ore complex secure evaluation 

functions on cipher texts, such as skyline queries. We will  

also  research  formal  security  protection  guarantees 

against  the  client,  to  prevent  it  from  learning  anything 

other than the received k query results. 
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